BY

FAITH
Abraham, Sarah & Faith
Removing Obstacles

Hebrews 11:11-12 & 17-19
By faith even Sarah herself, when she was barren, received power to conceive offspring, even though she was past the age, since she considered that the One who had promised was faithful. And therefore from one man—in fact, from one as good as dead—came offspring as numerous as the stars of heaven and as innumerable as the grains of sand by the seashore.
By faith Abraham, when he was tested, offered up Isaac; he who had received the promises was offering up his unique son, about whom it had been said, In Isaac your seed will be called. He considered God to be able even to raise someone from the dead, from which he also got him back as an illustration.
Abraham, Sarah & Faith
Removing Obstacles

Hebrews 11:11-12 & 17-19
“It has been said that only man comprehends what he cannot see and believes what he cannot comprehend. Much of what we comprehend we cannot see: atoms, germs, love, hate, loyalty, sacrifice. He who lives by sight lives poorly indeed. Faith is learning to live by insight rather than by sight.” -Robert C. Shannon
Faith: Where Death Dies
Genesis 18:1-15

God is the ultimate **TRUMP CARD** to our **INABILITY**

God removes **OBSTACLES** because He wants us to end up **SOMEWHERE**
Faith: Where God Provides
Genesis 22:1-19

Sometimes we can love the **GIFT** deeper than the **GIVER**

Our **TRIUMPHS** of faith are meant to teach us about the **POWER** of God
“God our Father has made all things depend on faith so that whoever has faith will have everything, and whoever does not have faith will have nothing.”

-Martin Luther
What About You?

Will you let God resurrect something dead in you?

Do you leave God wondering?